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FOREWORD

At its second session (Paris, 1957), the WMO Commission for Aerology established a
Working Group on Methods of Long-Range Forecasting with the following terms of reference ;
(a)

To examine and report on current experimental methods of long-range weather forecasting, 1.e. for periods of one week or longer;

(b)

To determine what additional exchanges of meteorological data are desirable to assist
existing experiments and to promote the establishment of new experiments.

When the report of the working group was examined by the Commission at its third
session (Rome 1962), it was decided to request Professor H. Flohn to revise the report,
taking into account the discussions during the session and to include any additional material
received. The Commission also recommended that the revised report should be distributed in
some suitable way by the Secretary-General, subject to its being approved by the president
of the Commission.
The report was accordingly revised by Professor Flohu and subsequently approved by
the president of the Commission. Xn its revised form the report is now reproduced in the
present WMO Technical Note.

r am glad to have this opportunity of thanking Professor Flohn and the other members
of the working group for having prepared this valuable report on a subject of great interest
and importance.

cs

~

(D.A. Davies)

Secretary-General

.. :.

VII

Summary

Based on a questionnaire on long-range forecasting issued by the Secretary-General
of the World Meteorological Organization in 1958, and on the replies of 18 meteorological
services, this report reviews the various techniques now in use for long-range forecasting.
Here the term "long-range forecasting'.' is restricted to forecasts extending over a period
of five days or more. The report makes a distinction between forecasts valid for one to
two weeks, for one month and for a" whole season; the latter are issued _o~ly by etght and
six services respectively.
Section 3 deals with the methods and techniques used in routine work. Numerical
methods are based on highly simplified models, mainly combined with empirical techniques.
Different m~thods of extrapolation are widely used for weekly forecasts. In connexion with
other techniques the extrapolation of existing quasi-periodicities appears to be sUccessful in selected areas such as in the European-Asiatic area. Pure analogy has also been
used~ but with little success.
Statistical methods, especially linear regression equations .and world~wide correlation, have been frequently applied. The search for analogies can be objectlvized with the
development of multiple correlation tables. Less pretentious methods are based on somewhat
refined climatological statistics. Any statistical technique, however~ can only yield
approximate solutions~ never excluding the occurrence of individual failures.
In addition to prediction made from atmospheric (and hydrospheric),' data,. solar influences are frequently included, but at present no physical model is available for a satisfactory explanation.
For the future it is hoped that through international co-operation, a usable model
of the large-scale anomalies of the atmospheric circulation will be developed.

VIII

Resume

Le present rapport, qui est fonde sur un questionnaire envoys en 1958 auX services
meteorologiques par Ie S€cretaire general de 1 I Organisation meteorologique mondlale et sur
les reponses de 18 de ces services l passe en revue les diverses methodes utilisees actuelle~
roent pour la prevision a longue echE~ance. lei 1 J expression "prevision a. longue echeance ll
ue porte. que sur les previsions qui s'etendent sur une peri ode de clnq Jours au plus. Le
rapport fait une distinction entre les previsions valables pour une a deux' semaines, celles
qui sont valables pour un mols et celles dont la periode de validite porte sur toute une
saison; les deux dernieres sortes de previsions ne sont stabiles respectivement que par huit
et six services.
La section 3 traite des methodes appliquees dans les travaux courants. Les methodes
numeriques sont basees sur des modeles tres simplifies et font appel principalement a des
procedes empiriques. Differentes methodes d ' extrapolation sont largement utilisees pour
lletablissement des previsions hebdomadaires. Pour d ' autres methodes, 11 extrapolation des
quasi-perlodicites semblent donner de bons resultats dans certaines regions comme l'Eurasie.
La methode des analogies pures a egalement ete utilisee, mais avec peu de succes.
Les methodes statistiques, notamment les equations de regression lineaire et les
correlations a l'echelle mondiale, ont ete frequemment employees. La recherche des analogies peut ~tre rendue plus objective par I 'usage de tables de correlation multiple. Des
methodes mains ambitieuses sont fondees sur des statistiques climatiques quelque peu raffinees. Tbute methode statistique ne peut donner cependant que des solutions approximatives
et n'exclut jamais les echecs individuels.
Outre les donnees atmospheriques (et hydrospheriques), on utilise frequemment les
influences solaires pour la preVision, mais on ne dispose pas encore d'un modele physique
donnant une explication satisfaisante des relations entre les phenomenes solaires et atmosphOriqu€A.

On espere qu'il sera possible bient8t, grgce a la cooperation internationale, de
mettre au point un modele efficace refletant les anomalies a grande echelle de la circulation atmospherique.
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RpaTEoe oO,Zl;ep:m:aRlIIe
B RaCTo~eM SaMeTEe ,Zl;aeTCH OOSDp paSRM~Hb~ MeTO,Zl;OB R rrpReMOBlIIorro~
syeMWX B RaOTo~ee BpeMfl rrpR COCTaB~eHRR ,Zl;o~rOOpO~Hb~ rrporHOSOB rrOrO,Zl;bI. 3TOT
OOSop COOTaB~eH Ra OCHOBe BorrpOCHREa pasoo~aaHoro reHep~~H8M CeEpeTapeM BoeMRPHOM MeTeopo~or~ecEoM OpraHRsa~R III OTBeTOB aa HerO, no~~eHHb~ OT 18 MeTeopo~OrllI~e01<RJ<: o~y:m:o.
TIO,Zl; TepMIIIHOM ",Zl;O~OopO~Hbrn rrporHOS II S,Zl;eo~ JilMeIOTOH B
BIII,Zl;y rrporHosM Ha ITflT~ OYTOE III ob~ee.
OT,Zl;e~~HO paOOMaTpllIBaIOTOfl nporHOSN Ha
O~HY~~Be He~e~1
TaB~HIDTCH TO~RO

Ha M8CHQ H na oeSOH.
OTMe~aeTcH, ~TC Meo~re rrporHo3~ 000B BOQbMll cTpanax a C8aOHH@8 ~ TO~RO B meOTH.

B OeEI\J1I11I 3 paOOMaTpJ1IBaIOTOfl MeTo,Zl;bI III rrpllIe~I, IIIcno=sye~Ie B orrepaTIIIBHOM paooTe. ~IIIC~eHHble MeTO,Zl;bI OCHOBaHbI Ha OIlI~~HO ynpomeH~ MO,Zl;e~HJ<: III B 00=mEHCTB8 o~yqaeB OHM KOM5HHHpyroTCH C 3MrrHpH~eCRUMH rrpaBH~aMH._
He,Zl;e~~Hb~

nporH030B JIIllIpOEO rrpJilMeHflIOTCfl

pas~III~Hble

MeTO,Zl;bI

ITpn COGTaBneRHH

GEOTparrC~=R.

B OT-

EBporr8HcEO -.. AS1iIaTORHl1: pai{oH,HOIIOJIb30BaHH8 8EOTpanOJIR~HH o~eOTB~OmeH RBa3H-ITepHO~HqHOOTH B Co~eTaHHH c ~pyrTIMH npn8MaMH TIPHBO~

,n;eJIltHbOC- pa:tioHax,

TalCHX RaE

,n;li!T Ie YAOB~eTBopHTenbHb~ pe3Y~~Ta~aM.

ITPHM8HH6TCff Ta~e li! ~HCTaR aHanorHH,o,n;~

HaKC c BeOltMa H8SHaQHT8JIbRbM ycnexoMi
~aOTO np~eHHIDTOH OTaTMCTHQeCRH8 MeTO~I, B oco6eRHOOTH ypOBR8HH8 perOTNOEaHlIIe aHa~orOB Mo:m:eT ONT~ oo'eETRBH0311IpOBaHO nocTaORMI\ MHo:m:eOTBeHHOM Eoppe~~IIIIII. Meaee npeTeHI\IIIOSHble
M8TOAbJ oaSHpyroTH Ha ycoBepmeHCTBOBaHHOM AD HeROTopOH CTen8HH RHMMaTo~orM~ec~
HOR OTaTHOTHRe.
OAHaK0 J 0 rroMOmpro EaEHX-nMOO CTaTHCTH~eCEHX MeTo~oB MO~HO
nOJIyqHTI> JII.mI:C IIpHOJI.:liIjEeHRbIe pemeHHJI, HHRorAa He HO:H:mo-qaIO~e B03MO.1ECHOCTId: OT....

peOORIII III EOppe~~IIIH.
pe,Zl;OTBaM rrOOTpoeHlIIfl

,Zl;eJI~Hb~

HeYl\a~.

B l\OrrO~eHHe R ,Zl;aHHhW 00 aTMoowepe (III rHl\poowepe) nplII OOOTaB~eHIIIIII
AOJIrOCPO-qEh~

To~ee

rrporH030B -qaOTQ

paOOMaTpHBa~TOJI

BHHHRH8

OOHH~a7

CARaRO B

Hao....

BpeMfl He oymecTByeT eme Ha O,Zl;HOM WIlI311I~eCEOll MO,Zl;eRM ,Zl;JIH y,Zl;OB~eTBopllI

TenI>HOrO

oo'Horr8HHH

TaKora BnHHHHfl.

Mo:m:HO H~eflTcfl, ~TO rrpJ1I Mex~YBap0,Zl;HOM OOTpY,Zl;HIII~eOTBe, B oY,Zl;ymeM
Y,Zl;aCToH rrocTpollIT~ rrpllIeM~eMyIO MO,Zl;e= ,Zl;O~OOPO~Rb~ aHOMaITllIM OOmeM ~HPEY~HI\J1IIII.
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Resumen

Eate informe, basado en un cuestionario, sobre las previsiones a largo plaza, enviado
par el SeoretariO General de l~ Organizaci&n Meteorol&gica Mundial en 1958, y en las contestaciones de 18 servicios meteorol&gicos, examlna los diversos metodos uti1izados actualmente
para efectuar las previsiones a largo plaza. POI' "previsi&n a largo plazo" se entiende aquf
toda previsi6'n que abarque un perfodo de cinco dfaa 0 m~s. En el informe se hace una distinci6'n entre las previsiones valederas para un perfodo de una ados semanas, las valederas
para un mes, y aquellas cuyo perfodo de validez se extiende a una estaci6'n completa. Las
previsiones de estas dos ~ltimaB clases 5&10 las realizan, respectivamente, acho y seis
servicios.

La secci6'n 3 trata de las tecnicas y los metodos aplicados en los trabajos corrientes.
Los metodos numericos se basan en'modelos muy 5implificados, que 5e auelen combinar con tecnicas emp!ricas. En las previsiones semanales se utilizan mucho diversos metodos de extrapolaci&n. En relaci&n con otras tecnicas, la.extrapolaci&n de las casi-periodicidades existentes suele dar buen resultado en determinadas zonas, como por eJemplo en 1a region Eurasiltiea. Tambien se ha utilizado la analog!a pura, pera con resultados poco satisfactori05.
Se han aplicado con frecuencia los metodos estad!sticos, especialmente las ecuaciones
de regresi&n lineal y 1a correlaci&n en escala mundial. Las indagaclones de analogfas pueden resultar mas obJetivas mediante e1 empleo' de tablas de correlacidn mrlltiple. Otros metodoB menos ambiciosos se basan en estadfsticas climatologieas algo perfeccionadas. Sin embargo, los metodos estadfsticos s&10 pueden dar soluciones aproximadas y siempre son posibles los fracas os en casas aislados.
Frecuentemente, ademas de las previsiones hechas a base de datos atmosfericos (e
hidrosfericos), se incluye la influencia solar, pero por ahora no se dispone de un modelo
f!sico que de una explicaci&n satisfactoria de esos fenomenos.
Es de esperar que gracias a la cooperacion internacioual, en 10 futuro se establezca
un modelo practico que describa las anomalfas de la circulacion atmosferica en gran escala.

TI!E PRESENT STATUS OF WNG -RANGE FORECASTING IN THE WORLD

1.

INTRODUCTION

The Secretary-General of the World Meteorological Organization, has forwarded
to Members and non-Members a IIQuestioiUlaire on long-ra,nge forecasting" dated 5 Maroh lYS8.
The questionnaire -is attached as Annex 1. In it the term !llong_range forecasts II is restrioted
to foreoasts extending over a period of five days or more.
Affirmative answers to question IT.A "Is scientific work concerned with long-range
forecasting being carried out in your country?", have been reoeived from:
1. (Australia)
2. (Austria)
3. Federal Republic of Germany
4.. France
5. Eastern Germany
6. Hungary
7. India
8. Indonesia
9. Italy

10. Japan.
11. (Netherlands)
12. Pakistan
1). Sweden
14 • Thailand
15. Turkey
16. Union of Soviet Socialist Republios
17. United Kingdom of Great Britain and

Northern Ireland
18.

United States of America

Three services in the above list have been quoted i~ brackets~ since the remaining
answers of the questionnaire reveal that question II.A shou~d -have properly been answered
in the negative in view of the definition of long-range forecasts quoted above. These Members are t
extended foreoasts lt •

1.

Australia. Only experiments are made with

2.

Austria. Besides the experiment:> made, foreca&ts are issued" but only "extended
foreoasts".

11.

Netherlands. Long-range foreoasts are

no~

l1

prepared. Only experimental work is

done in the field.

Thus there remain 15 servioes which issue long-range foreoasts in the sense defined.

2.

PERIODS OF VALIDITY OF WNG-RANGE FORECASTS

2.1

Forecasts oovering one ~onth (see Table I)

The standard long-range foreoast is the monthly forecast issued by eight services
in the middle and subtropical latitudes of_the northern hemisphere. The whole area is studied
by the U.S.A. (Where forecasts.are made for 3D-day periods starting on the 1st and 16th of
each month).

Those which have been published sinoe 1947 include the chart of the height of

the 700 rob surface and the distribution of temperature and precipitation anomalies derived
t;h.erefrom.
The other services (except that for the Federal Republic of Germany) issue foreoasts
only for their own territory for non-overlapping periods (the oalendar months). The date of
issue is generally immediately before the start of the month concerned, but in the U.S.S.R.
it is made two we.eks before the beginning of the period of validity.

Tab 1 e

I

Monthly forecasts

No.

"

Country

3. Federal
Republic
of Germany

Contents
Anomalies of monthly mean
temperature data and of monthly
precipitation sums~ If possib1e~
significant weather periods.
Detailed argumentation.

Specification

Area covered

Issued when

According to classes
Federal Republic of
which are chose~ so that Germany and Berlin
the climatological probability of forecasts
for both the elements
amounts to 5Q% respectively. See example in
Annex 2.

5. Eastern
Germany

Verification

Regularly on the 1st
On the telecomrnunica_
Statistical checking,
and 16th day of each
tion circuit of the
comparison with 00month (overlapping
Deutscher Wetterdienst. incidence and,persistmonthly forecasts). No On charmel I circular
ence, published in:
forecast is issued. if
le~ters to selected re- Die Grosswetterlagen
detailed argumentation cipients. 15 days later Mitteleuropas, Offen_
is missing.
printed in: Die GrossbachlM. (monthly)(4}.
wetterlagen Mitteleuropas~ Offenbach/Me
(montw,j (4} •

.

4. Fr<::Ulce

Publication

General pressure distribution;
Not definable. See
temperature and precipitation
example in Annex 3.
aC!=l0rding to quantity and frequency~ eventually other ele_
ments as well. The forecast is "
worded in general terms· as a
description of the weather ..
The weather periods of the
month to be expected are limited"with respect to time ..

For pressure distri_
bution: from 350 to
600 N and 3DOW to
200 E for weather
fcrecasts : France

Regularly at the beginning of the month.

Minis"tkre des travaux
publics et des transports .. Secretariat general a l'Aviation civile et cammerciale.
Direction de la Meteorologie Nationale.
Bulletin quotidien de
renseignements (2)-

Unknown

Average pressure distribution
at sea level and topographies
of standard isobaric leve1s~
temperature,
preCipitation frequency,
wind
.

Eastern Germany

About the end of the
month by the Hydrometeorological Service
in Potsdam.

Supply only to selected recipients.

Unknown

Unknown

Qualitatively"
Quantitatively
Q;ualitatively

10.. Japan

Average pressure distribution
and topograp~es of upper
levels •. Temperature, frequency and amount of precipitation.

Details unknown

Japan

Regularly on fixed
dates.

Regular distribution,
details unknown (6).

15. Turkey

Temperature, ~recipitation,

Unknown

Turkey

Regularly since
January 1956

Aylik Hava ve Ziraat
Vaziyeti Bulteni.
"Position de l'air et'
de l'agriculture" ..
Monthly (1).

wind.

I

I

?

Tab l e I (continued)
16. Union of
Soviet
Socialist
Republics

General charaeterization
of the weather in the forecast month w:l..th spatial and
~emporal details ~-byday weather'.
Chart of the monthly mean
temperature anomalies.
Chart of the anomalies of
the monthly precipitation
sums.

USSR CEurope and
Asia)

Regularly on the
15th of the. preceding month.

Chief Ad:m.in1stration
Unknown
of the Hydrometeorological Service under
the Oouncil of Ministers of the USSR.
Central Forecast Insti_
tute. Long":,range fore_
cast. Monthly publication of numbered copies
which are ac.cessible
to many interested organizations and iilsti<utes ().

British Isles

0Ii.

the 1st of each
month with the reserve that no fore_
cast is issued if
the indications are
insufficientlY
definite.

Forecasts are not
published, but are
made only for experimental and scientific purposes.

U.K. and other long_
range forecasts are
assessed at a month_
ly conference and
marked on a scale
A.B:mE.A dummy forecast based on an
"analogue year"
chosen at random is
similarly assessed.

Northern hemisphere,
from 200 N in the
Junerican and from
400 N in the Asiatic
sector; emphasis on
the USA. In addition
to hemispheric
charts of temperature and prec1pltation, a brief verbal
description of the
expected weather
prepared for the
US only.

Regularly on the
1st and... 15th of
each month (overlapping monthly
forecasts).

US Department of
Commerce. Weather
Bureau. Average
monthly weather resurne and outlook.
Washington. DC.
Twice a month (5).

Statistics are publishedin : Meteorological MOnographs.
Boston. Vol. 2, No.6
.(1953), and in US
Dept. of Commerce,
Weather Bureau, Tech.
Paper No. 39, Verifi_
cation of the Weather
Bureau I s 30-day outlooks, Feb. 1961.

Isanomalies per 1°C
3 classes: O.~.~,
more than 120%'.
See example in A:onex 4.

17. United Kingdom of Great
Britain and
Northern
Ireland

General characterization of
the weather in the forecast
month without time indications. only occasionally and
indirectly spatial division.
DepartUre of the monthly
mean temperature from the
normal value, percentage of
the monthly precipitation
as a percentage of the normal
value. Detailed· argumentation.

18. United States
of ,America

Chart of the ,distribution of
the 30' days mean a1titude of
the 700 mb level with predomi:ila.ht paths of cyclones and
antioyclones.

~sohypses

Chart of the distribution of
the :;0 days mean temperature
anomalies.

5 classes: much above
and much below (12.5%
respectively), above,
near normal and below
(2~ climatological
frequency respectively)

Chart of the distribution of
the 30 days total precipitaM
tion.

3 classes : 33.3'"
climatological frequency respectively.
See example in Annex 5.

Units °Celsius from
1.1.61
4 selected stations,
percentage in tens.
4 selected stations.

at· 200
feet intervals-.

\>.

Table

II

One- to two-weekly forecasts

No.

country

3. Federal
Republic
of Germany

Contents
Forecast of the persistence of prevailing wea.ther and/or date of
change. With argumenta_
tion.

'"
Period.

S-IS

days.
Forecast on
a sliding
scale

Specifica.tion

Area. covered.

General purely qua.Federal Republic of
litative ~ications Germany and Berlin.
on the event. Prob_
ability indications
for the event.

Issued when

Publication

Verifications

Irregularly

On the teletype
circuit of the
Deutscher Wetterdienst: channel I
at 11.20 GMT as
an appendix to the
regularly broadcast middle_range
forecast •

For winter published
in Medium_Range
Forecasting Tecbniques far C'entral
Europe II. F1naJ.
Report AF 6l(5l~)

Regularly
on fixed.
dates

Type of pUblication unknown

Subjective comparison not being
published.

-954.

... '.'4. France

5. Eastern
Germany

6.

lfungary

General pressure dis- .
tribution. Temperature
and~ as far as pos_
slble~ amount and frequency of preclpitatlon ~ general terms.

1 week

Air pressure distribu_
tion at sea level and
topographies of standard levels .. Air tempe_
rature~ precipitation
and wind.

5-6 days

General quail tative indications

Eastern Germany

Regularly
on Mondays
and Fridays

Unknown

The resultsof
one method (~)
are checked 'for
Potsdam and 5
elements. Campa.rison with cbance
and persistence.
Numbers are not
known.

General characterization of weather; tempe_

15 days

General quail ta_
tive ind1.oatlons

Hungary

Regularly
on fixed
dates

Only to selected

Foreoasts are
compared. with
actual observa~
tj.ons. Numbers
unknown.

Unknown

Italy and Mediterranean area

Regularly
on fixed.
dates

Generally acoessible.. Details
unknown

General purely
qualitative lrtdications

Pressure d1stribution for the
area 350 N •••60o N
and 3QPW~ •• 20oE~
other forecasts
for the territory
of France

- .-

rature~ precipitation~

wind

9. Italy

Mean, topography of the
500 !Db level and 1ts
change within the forecast period. Deduction
of the weather
sequenoe

20 days

recipients. Form
of publication
unkru>wn

Forecasts are
compared to ac-::tual weather
periods. Numbers
are not known.

Tab 1 e

II

(continued)

10. Japan

Pressure distribution
and topographies of
upper levels. Air temperature. Amount and
frequency of precipitation.

1 week
10 days

Details unknown

Japanese territory

Regularly
on fixed
dates

Regular distribu_
tion. Details
unknown

13. Swede!).

Temperature~

1 week

Unknown

Sweden

Regul.ar!y
on fixed
dates

Accessible only to
a selection of interested persons
and/or institutions

Temperature. amount
and frequency of pre_
cipitation.

1 week

Unknown

Tbailand~

except
for the southern

Regularly
at the beginning of
the week

Distribution vary_
ing. Mainly to a
selection of interested persons and!
or institti.tions

?

General pressure distribution and 500 mb
topography. Deduction
of weather

1 week

Central Anatolia

Each Tbursday regular
l,-

Unknown

?

Other regions of

Upon reques

amount of

precipitation~

14. Thailand.

15. Turkey

wind.

part

General terms

?

Comparison with
chance and persistence. Numbers
are ·not known.

Turkey

16. Union of
Soviet
Socialist
Republics

18. United
States of
America

"General characterizatien of weather.
Amount of cloud~ precipitation~ direction and speed of
wind. temperature

Maps -of 5-day mean
sea-level pressure and
700-mb height ~ and maps
for each of the 5-days
of sea-level pressure~
fronts and. weather
systemS .. Maps of 5-day
mean temperature and
rainfal:l;.
Weather in general
terms for radio, television and news pres entattoo

6-7 days

General terms.
Wind speed in mlsec.
Temperature in
steps of about
50C. Minimum
and maximum

Territory of the
USSR with precise
spatial, division.
Furtherniore mari_
time weather fore_
casts are issued
for the Barents
Sea~ White Sea.
Kara Sea~ BaIt.ic
Sea~ Black Sea.~
Caspian Sea

Depends on
the synepti
situation

Chief Adm1nistra...
tioQ of the BydrometeorOlogical Servlce~ Central Fore...
cast Institute. Annex to the weather
bulletin of the
Hydrometeorological
Service

6 days

5-day mean temperature and rainfall within selected ranges or classintervals. Daily
weather changes
"given qualitatively

Pressure and. height
patterns~ and daily
fronts and weather
for most of northern hemispher.e.
Five-day mean temperature and precipitation and general daily fore_
casts for ITS only

Regularly
on Tuesdays,
Thursdays
and Sundays

On US Government
teletype and facsimile circuits
at 7 pam. _FBI'.
Issued to public
the next day by
local Weather
Bureau forecast
centres by means
of newspapers,
radio and. television

Forecasts are
compared to
actual observations. Numbers
are not known..

Mean temperature
and. precipitation

forecasts regularly compared to
chance. Some re_
SUIts published
in Monthly Weather
Review~ V. 86~
No. 12~ pp.467-

476.
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Apart from the U.S.A. and the U.S-.S.R.,. quantitative forecasts are known to be

made and pUblished only by France" the Federal Republic of Germany and Eastern Germany. In
the United Kingdom forecasts are made for experimental and soientific purposes only. As far
as 15 known, the other services produce only qualitative descriptions in general terms of
the weather expected in their areas. The servioes of the Federal "Republio of Germany and
the United Kingdom introduoe their forecasts with detailed explanatory arguments and reserve
to themselves the option of not issuing forecasts in individual oases.
Verifications have so far been published only by the Federal Republic of Germany
and the U.S.A. and direct comparisons have only been possible between the forecasts of t~ese
services. In the U.K. there is aoonference at the end of each month at whioh all the available foreoasts for that month, whether made in the U.K. Or elsewhere, are assessed, but the
results have not" been pUblished._Nothing is known of verification procedures elsewhere. It
is cqnsidered most desirable that all services making long-range forecasts should make them
available in a form preoise enough to_allow of verification. Quantitative indioations should
be given unless there is a definite reason for not doing so.
2.2

Forecasts covering one to two weeks (see Table II)

The familiar 24-hour foreoasts can be extended up to perhaps five days by mediumrange forecasting methods, but there is a gap between these and the long-range foreoasts of
mean conditions for a",month. For intermediate time intervals the meteorological prooesses
are best described in terms of what are variously called Grosswetterlagen, weather periods,
natural synoptic periods or large~sQale weather sequenoes. Irregularities in the day-to-day
frequency distribution of GrosBwetterlagen are often called singularities ~d attempts are
made to prediot these.
All the servioes mentioned under paragraph 2.1 (except the U.K.) try to cover the
gap between medium and monthly forecasts by preparing as well foreoasts for one or two weeks.
The long-range foreoasts in the U.K. sometimes contain a statement of the sequence of weather
types expected during the month.
FurthermoreJHungary, Italy, Sweden and Thailand issue one- Or two-week foreoasts;
Thailand is the only tropical oountry among these.
The statements issued by most of the Bervi'ces are purely qualitative, oonsequently
accurate verificaticns are not possible. Only the U.S.S.R. supplies (besides detailed spa.
tial distinction) quantitative indications on wind direction and velocity, temperature minima
and maxima as well as time limits (in days) for the weather periods.
2.3

Forecasts covering one season

The classical region of seasonal fprecasts 15 the mOnsoon region of the Indian
Ocean. Forecasts of the precipitation amount and sometimes of beginning and e~d of the rainy
season are prepared by the services of India, Pakistan and Indonesia~ For manY years these
forecasts have been published in whole or in part without any restrictions as to reoipient.
Suoh forecasts are issued in the middle latitudes by the U.S.A. and the Federal
Republic of Germany, and-experiments are also carried "out in Eastern Germany and Tu~key.
The forecasts refer almostexclusiv~ly to the anomalies of temperature and precipitation
amount andeover on the average periods of two or three months and a rather large area.
Although generally accessible, these forecasts are still regarded as experimental.
3.

METHODS

3.1

Numerical methods

Long-range forecasting by wholly dynamical means is at present non-existent.
However, fundamental research in the dynamics of the general oirculation in the past few
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years should eventually indicate the applicability of purely hydrodynarnical methods to the
long-range forecasting problem.
At the moment, highly simplified models are being constructed in order to determine the primary mechanisms in the atmosphere which give it its characteristic time and
space scales, and the limits of variability of these scales. An understanding ·of this, of
course, is vital to being able to acoount for the way in which the solar energy is ultimately
used by the atmosphere and for the methods the atmosphere finds most efficient tor heat
transfer. Once one can account for the gross characteristics of the general circulation,
then it is reasonable to ask more specific questions regarding the details of the evolutions
such as are required for long-r~ge forecasting. Before this can be done, considerable progress will have to be ,made in understanding the mechanism of the contributory physical
processes such as the release of latent heat; the heat, momentum and water vapour exchange
between the atmosphere and the continents and-oceans; in~ernal turbulent exchanges, inoluding conveotive transfer; the heat transport within the oceans and radiative transfer. It
is not yet known how well we have to understand these processes in order to adequately take
them into account in general oirculation and long-range forecasting models.
At~empts have been made to provide useful extended or long-range forecasts by a
combination of hydrodynamical and empirical methods. In the U.S.S.R., from 1952 to 1958,
experimental forecasts of winds and temperatures over large areas were made for periods of
40 to 70 days. The wind forecasts were prepared by applying a lineari 4 ed barotropic model
(which assumes conservation of the vertical component of absqlute vorticity) to each of the
principal harmonics of the true 500 mb height field. The temperature near the ground was
. extrapolated using a modified thermodynamic equation~ which omitted heating and cooling by
radiation, but included advection (using the predicted 500mb winds)~ vertical motion and
a simplified form of eddy exchange of heat with the surrounding air and groundG Although
these experimental forecasts have been discontinued, there is evidence that Russian meteorologists are oontinuing the study of the theory of climate as part of their long-continued
interest in the application of physical principles to climatology.

In the U.S.A., dynamical-empirical methods have been in use since 1958 as an aid
in preparation of extended-range forecasts of the mid-tropospheric winds up to six days in
advance. The procedure currently in use involVes the following steps :
(a)
A five-day mean 500 mb contour chart is constructed for a period centred two
days in advance of foreca~t day, using conventional barotropic 500 mb numerical prognoses
extrapolated to four days in advance;
(b)
This mean chart is next adjusted to take a~count of the net effect of all factors
omitted from a simple barotropic model. This is done approximately by subtracting from the
mean ohart the field of zonal height anomalies of a certain "basic current". At present
the basic ourrent is a statistically-estimated 30-day mean chart centred on forecast day;
(c)
The adjusted mean chart is extrapolated for another two days assuming the conservation of absolute geostrophic vorticityo The result of these steps yields an estimate of
a mean circulation pattern ending six days after forecast day. This is far from perfect,
but has been found to be of value in preparation of the final circulation forecasts. This
tec~ique has also been tried out to assist in forecasting 30-day mean ciroulation patterns.
Here l ari appropriate normal ohart is used as the basic current. However, this and similar
procedures have so far met with less success.
Extrapolation methods

As in short-range forecasting, these;methods are substantially based on the pressure and circulation pattern. Suftable' 'm'ean 'distributions are ·used, and it is assumed that
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the salient centres (H and L,_ i.e. positive and negative anomalies) are shifting in a quasi-

regular manner. The ultimately interesting elements, above all temperature and precipitation,
are obtained only secondarily. In t~e Federal Republic. of Germany,.for the purpose of seasonal foreoasting, especially in winter, attempts were made to extrapolate the changes of
monthly mean pressure anomalies. A scheme was produced for the pressure developments leading to sever~ or mild central European winters, respectively. It has been_shown, however,
that this system is not sufficient for forecast purposes.
In the field of extended range forecast the 500 mb -height (actual values or overlapping means) of selected latitudes are plotted in diagrams with the longitude as ordinate
and the time. (in days) as abscissa. The contour heights are diagonally arranged in case o~
zonal circulation and can be easily extrapolated for five days or more. In case of meridional
circulation patterns (t1blockingll) the contours are arranged in parallels to the abscissa.
It has been shown that the end of blocking can be recognized several days in advance, but
not the beginning.
In the U.S.A. kinematic procedures are applied in the preparation of both five
and 3D-day forecasts. In the case of the former, two-day oentred mean height tendenoies
at the 700 mb level are oomputed and superimposed on five-day mean contour patterns embracing
the northern hemisphere and centred on the day when the forecast is issued. The unknown
values necessary to obtain these tendencies are extracted from barotropica~ly computed numerical prognoses as are the unknowns neoessary to prepare the centred contour chart. In the
case of the. 3D-day forecasts, IO-day centred height tendencies are prepared, the unknown
values being computed from barotropic prognoses run out to 96 hours' in combination with
appropriate autocorrelation equations. For both the five- and 30-day foreoasts the fields
of height and height tendency make it possible to compute kinematic displacements of singular features of the charts, such as troughs arid ridges, thereby assisting in preparing a
prognostic contour chart.

A somewhat modified form of the extrapolation method is applied by the U.S.S.R.
(Central Forecast tnstitute).
The basis of this forecast system is the classification of the meteorologioal
events in;

(i)

Elementary synoptic pro?esses, applicable for short-range forecasts,

(ii)

Natural synoptic periods, applicable for extended-range forecasts;
this concept may be compared with the definition "Grosswetterlage ll which
was developed in Germany (Baur 1936),

(iii)

Natural synoptic seasons, applicable for long-range forecasting purposes.

In this connexion a system of special maps and diagrams has been developed :
(a)
Composite maps of the position and movement of oyclonic and anticyclonic systems.
The demarcation line between these two systems is constant during a natural synoptic period.
This period persists six days -on the average. Some indices for recognition of a new period
enaole a forecast of five to seven days in advance.
(b)
The anticyclonic -systems prefer oertain tracks from their origin to the territory
of the U.S.S.R. The mean track was named lithe axis ll • The normal (Azores) axis, the polar
and the ultrapolar axis are defined. The axis is related to the circulation anomalies in
the mean pressure field of a longer period. These anomalies and their migration along the
axis are extrapolated as far as the axis can be considered as persistent. The end of the
domination of any axis is indicated by the appearance of a new axis. Outside the U.S.S.R.
these methods are little known. Only in Eastern Germany have ~elevant studies on an experimental basis been carried out.
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Temporal extrapolation of dominant waves and periodicities
A somewhat different and more speoial method of representation consists of identifying waves and dominant periods and of extrapolating forw~rd with respect ,to time for from
half up totne who~e ~ength of the period concerned.
The time for which a forecast can be given depends on the length of the period.
The spectrum of possible periods reaches from several days areven years. The most frequent
periods are four to six days (Rossby waves, cyclone families), 10 to 12 days, 20 to 30 day~
and six months. Only the reli;l.tively short periods are migrating waves. The longer periods
represent a more or less stationary oscillation. Since only dominant periods can be applied for prognostic purposes, it is not necessary to use elaborate mathematical methods
as e.g. periQdogram~analysis'in order to find out some "hidden periodicities ll • It is sufficient to draw presstire curves for different points and to look for periodicities I1by
sight"." A graphic method however w~s found very useful in order to demonstrate the synoptic distribution of amplitudes and phases of the period concerned.
, Because there is no criterion whether aperiodic!ty onoe discovered oan be extrapola,i!ed or. nQt-...a. :it.atistic.ai inv.estigation has to fQIIQW <-~tee ~lJm 3.4.• 2_•.2}., MQ§t fr.equ.E;mj>l~ such.periodioit~es of~0-12 and 20-30 days respectively are observed in the. North AtlantfuEurope~Asia~region, whereas they ar~ very rare in the American sector of the northern hemisphere. Periods of several year~ are world-wide.
This method is not applied unassisted - as such dominant periods are found only
ocpasionally - but only in connexion with other procedures. Such methods are used in the
Federal Republio of Germall-Y, Eastern Germany, Hungary,Japan and to some extent in the
U.S.S.R. The method occasionally inhludes the application of symmetry points, e.g. in
Turkey.,
3.3

Pure analogy

If there is available a·library or catalogue giving the fullest possible descriptionaf past weather situations in a way which faoilitates comparison, it may be possible
to select a past situation which in certain respects shows the closest· agreement· with the
current one. A forecast may then be made on the basis that what happened in the most similar case will be repeated in the present one. Long-range forecasting in this way, by pure
analpgy~ has often been tried In the past, but the results have usually been disappointing,
for the following reasons.
The assumption basic to the analogue method is that the features in which the
current case and the one ormbre analogues are similar, are those which to some extent determine tLe subsequent weather developments, but there is no oonclusive.reasoning to show which
these features are. A service which undertakes analogue forecasting must decide on the elements to be matched before undert~king the formidable labour of preparing the catalogue of
past cases for matching purposes, and in doing SQ is almost sure to include some elements
which are of no prognostic value while exqluding other more relevant elements. Furtheri when
a group of analogues is selected according to the values of oertain meteorological elements,
it sometimes hapPens that the subsequent developments are similar in all cases, suggesting
that these values represent a ,situation of high prognostic value, whereas a similar group,
say at a different time of year, or with different numeriqal values for the elements wil~
be followed by widely divergent sequels, showing that in this case the initial similarities
have little prognostic value. It follows that a single analogue gives indications of unknown value, since there is no direct evidence that the elements matched have prognostic
value in the circumstances in question, so it is more satisfactory to proceed not by pure
analogy, but in the way described in 3.4.2.2 when analogue forecasts are made only when a
group of analogues suggests similar developments.
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The labour of producing the library or catalogueofpast~ituationswhichis required as a basis for analogue foreoasting can be reduced by agreement between meteoro+ogioal sE!!'Vices for the sharing of work or' the exohange of charts or tabulations. This has
been done by, among others~the Federal Republic ofa~rmany, the U.K.- and-the U.S.A.
It is also possible to test various systems of analogue foreoasting by means of
obJeotive selection methods us4Ig an electronio computerl considerable progress has been
made on these lines in the United Kingdom.
3.4

Probability forecasts (so-called statistical method's)

3.4.1

~i~e~_r~gE.e~s.!.o.~.~q!!.a!i~~~n~ ~i!!lP.!..eL E..aE,.t.!.a.!..lr. !.0E.l~-.!!..i!e_c£.rE.el.a!.i.£.n~

Th~se methods are regularly and,exolusively used by India, Pakistan and Indone~la.
In the middle latitudes of the northern hemisphere, trials have been made in the Netherlands,
but abandoned" after some time. In the Federal Republio of dermany and in Eastern GermanY
regression equations are'sometimes applied to monthly forecasts to support other methods.'
Sweden u~es ~orrelation$ wi~h the- cold, air storage of the pola~ basin; the Federal Republio
. of ,Germany does the same, in winter, taking ac~ount of longitudinal variations.

Many caloulations were made by these methods many years ago, when investigators
had less' data than they hav~ now, and were not so well aware of the speoialdifficulties
whioh arise in applying such methods to meteorological data. Pred\ction methods based on
such oaloulations should be treated with oaution unless their value can be' confirmed on
data not used by tpe origiri~l investigator.'
Starting around 1948, but more intensively since 1955, attempts have been made in
the U.8.A. to develop extended andlong-rang'e forecasting schemes based on modern statistio'al
analysis. ~hese have been applied to the prediction of both, oirculation and weather patterns.
Essentially, all these schemes (the more. popular ories are known as the 'I soreening" method
and "empirioal orthogonal functions") are· designed to seleot or derive alitomattcally from
a large number of possible weather uprediotors ll a relatively few independent variables ,which
may be used effectively in a mUltiple regression equation to forecast the future state of
a specifiQ II predictand ll ; Thete-ohniques have been generalized so that it is possible to
test up to' several hundred prediotors ~e.g. 700 mb height at standa~ latitude-longitude
interseotions over the northern hemisphere). The data used 'have oovered a period up to 40.
years.
Among several applications of this techRique is one Which aims at predicting mean
monthly weather and circulation a month in advance. ~o far, this application has not been
used in routine forecasting.
3.4.2

~lt.!ple_c~r!.e.!"~i.2"~

3.4.2.1

With fixed classification

It is assumed that we .have, manY values of one meteorological element, the predintand, and oorresponding to each value the values of (n-l) elements, the predictors, whioh
are thought to be related to the predictand, and not necess~rily in a linear way. These'data
can be represented in a multiple oorrelation table in one of two ways. In either oase we
assume that the range of values of each variable is divided into m .olasses so that every
case falls into one of ron possible cells .
(a}

In the first representation the relative frequency of cases is given for each of
the,mn ael1s. The forecaster then chooses from among the m cells which have the
observed values of the prediotors the one whioh has the greatest relative frequenoy
of the predictand, and thus obtains what appears to be the most probable value for
the prediotandl or
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In the seoond representation the table has only mU- 1 cells, corresponding to each
possible combination of values of the predictors and in each oel1 are written all
the values of the predictand which have been observed with that particular combination of predictors. In an actual case the forecaster obtains a series ofconditional predictands and he can forecast the most frequent value or the mean value
or even a certain range of values. This system is named the multiple correlation
table in the narrow sense. Eastern Germany and the Federal Republic of Germany
prefer to use this system.

Both methods facilitate the full application of the significance tests of mathematical statistics.

3.4.2.2

With variable classification: ·population of analogues

------------------------------------------------------

The method of analogy is applied to a limited extent to produoe a population of
analogues whioh agree with the ourrent situation only in a few important respeots. The
subsequent· developments in the analogue oases are then examined I if these are all similar J
the foreoast will be for the same developments} if there are large differenoes then further
criteria may be introduoed to exclude some cases until the remainder point to a definite
forecast. The test procedures maybe so desoribed under 3.4.2.1. This method is applied J
in a more or less strict· sense J by France J the Federal Republtc of GermanYJ Eastern GermanyJ
TurkeYJ the U.K. and the U.S.S.R., The choice of analogues is usually made by matching the
distribution of air pressure at the earth's surface in a region including the country conce.rned; this is regarded as an indicator of the state of the general atmospheric circulation. In the United KingdomJ however} the ;malogues are based on the temperature distribution at the earth's surface in a region exten~ing from central North.America to Western
Siberia;' _the surface temperature anomaly is taken as a measure of .~he anomaly of the mean
temperature of the lower troposphere and hence of the circulation in the middle troposphere.
In the Federal Republic of Germany some points representing the past development
of circulation and (or) weather respectively are chosen to produce -~ sufficiently large
population. Several populations, <mainly of this type} can be produced.
The foreoast is based on the most frequent anomaly of the predictands. If one
special year is placed in each of these populations, this year is obviously the most similar
case in the sense of 3.3 and can be used as described there.

3.5

~~~.~+t~~~919gt~al probabilities,
pers~stence

singularities, synchronization methods,.

tendency

The least pretentious method is the application of pure .climatological probabilities and the persistence tendency.
(a)
That anomaly is taken as the actual forecast which has the greater climatological
probability. The hit percentage of course is not far from the percentage obtained by chance.
{b}
The anomaly of any meteorological element of the last day or the last period (e.g.
the last month) is taken as the forecast for the following period. This persistence tenden3Y
varies during the season: e.g. in the continental parts of Europe it has its highest values
from February to March and from August to September. The hit peroentage of such forecasts
can be considerably higher tba!1 the percentage obtained b~ chance.
Forecasts based on (a) and (bl are not usually given or pUblished as individual
forecasts. They are often used as a control in testing the value of any proposed forecasting
method.
A special kind of climatologioal probabilities are the so-oalled singularities.
It was shown by Schmauss (1938) and others in Germany, by Wahl in the U.S.A., that the
relative frequency ~f meteorological events Daunted for a long climatological period varies
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day by day. Cyolonio and anticyclonio ~ituations uGrosswetterlagenll etc. have a different
frequenoy during the year. The most frequent types are called "s ingularities tl • A characteristic example is the "Midwinter-High" in Europe, 17 to 25 January:, and the corresponding
"January Thaw" in the New England States of the U.. S.A., at the same time.

The sequenoe of singularities is the basis of the forecast method developed by
Grappe -and others .. Here the pressure singularities are described by a diagram of the daily,
five-day or weekly long-year averages, which is sometimes called basic curve or pilot 9urve.
The actual ·pressure curve of a station is compared with the pilot curve in view of the singularities for the past period. Then the features of the pilot curve for the following period
are postulated as forecast. In order to bring the two curves in ooinoidenoe a certain shifting in rel~tion to the time scale is allowed. The method therefore is sometimes called the
~I synchronization 11 method.
This principle is preferably used in France, Italy, Thailand and Turkey.
3.6

General remarks

The above referenoes to the use of various methods by various meteorological services are meant to oonvey only that the method in question is given considerable weight in
the oountry ooncerned. Aotually the questionnaires reveal that a combination of several
prooedures is nearly always used~ espeoially when research projects are carried on oonourrently with the predictions.
The prooedures mentioned under 3.3 and 3.4.2 are used for directly foreoasting
each physical prediotand as well as for specifying one element when another has been forecast. For example, analogues can be used in Bpeoifying temperature and precipitation from
the predi~ted monthly-mean oirc~lation patterns.
From a scientific view-point, it should be stated that statistical methods could
yield a complete success only if virtually all physical parameters are included and if all
physical relations on which the forecast is based, are stable. The first demand cannot be
accomplished due to the incompleteness of observations: the distribution of radiation and
heat fluxes~ release of latent heat· and other essential quantities is not suffic!ently known.
The seoond demand is presumably even more serious : it is well known that instability in a
thermodynamical sense and particularly in a hydrodynamical sense cannot be neglected in the
atmosphere 1 at least not in some areas o Therefore any statistical method can yield only
approximate solutions and the oocurrenoe of failures in a sequenoeof indiVidual forecasts
can. never be exoluded.

4.

SELEDTION OF PREDICTORS

Apart from the procedure itself for obtaining long~range forecasts is the consideration of possible influences. They have much more bearing on long-range forecasting than
on regular short- and middle-range forecasts, since in this case the atmosphere oan no longer
be considered as a olosed system.
4.1

Surface influences on the atmosphere as predictors

In the U.S.A. some indirect aocount is taken of surfaoe influences in extended
and lopg-range prediction. Thus, after an expected temperature field is derived objectively
from'an observed upper-level mean flow pattern, its errors are computed. An attempt is then
made to ascribe these errors qualitatively to such factors as abnormal snow cover, abnormal
sea surfaoe temperature~ etc., and then allowance is made in prognostic work. Similarly,
fields of persistenoe are carefully examined and at times an attempt is made to ascribe them
to abnormal surfaoe influences. -
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Influence of the hydrosphere

Though the consideration of the hydrosphere is obviously important, above all for
long-range forecasts, only the U.S.S.R., Sweden and Indonesia state that these influences
are directly taken into account. Sea temperature anomalies are however given consideration
in the U.K. in the selection of analogues.

403

Solar influences

In this cannexion many ~ifferent indicators are used, ranging from sun-spot numbers
up to indirect factors,
e.g. the earth-magnetic characteristic number. Solar influenoes
are taken into account in many countries,narnely, by the U.S.S.R., Indonesia, Japan, Hungary,
the Federal Republic of Germ~ny, Eastern Germany and, by unofficial investigations, the

as

U.S.A.

It must be stated, howeverJthat at present no satisfaotory physical model is
available for a oomplete explanation of observed and hypothetical solar-atmospherio relationsa Further studies using modern .statistical techniques and more oomplete data are desired.

5.

INTERNATIONAL CO-OPERATION

It is hardly possible to list all the requests forwarded by the servioes concerned
but the following suggestions are intended to meet as many of these requests as possible.
SomeJhowever, are so specialized that they can only be complied with by direct arrangement
between the oountries concerned.
5.1

Exchange of

foreca~t

texts

This exchange has already been initiated, either on a concurrent or subsequent
basis J among some of the countries concerned. Such an exchange is not considered suitable
by the U.S.S.R.

5.2

Exohange of scientifio papers

The U.S.S.R. attaches muoh importance to this item. In view of the relatively
small number of services studying the problem, it w~uld be useful if the serVioes oonoerned
agreed to exohange copies of all papers dealing with ~ong-range forecastsu Perhaps_a
specialized bibliography should be enVisaged.

5.3

Exohange of observations

All statistioal methods require the longest possible series of baslc data. Monthly
mean values are sufficient for some but not all purposes and data averaged over shorter
periods should also be made available. There is considerable divergence in the choice of
shorter periods. Some servioes use means for overlapping or non-overlapping pentades or
deoades J and others use pentades modified so that six make up eaoh calendar month. Such
data should be published in the most oonvenient form J whinh may often be that of daily
averages which can be combined to suit the requirements of each user. The data concerned
are atmospheric pressure, temperature and preoipitation series andJas far as the relevant
data are available for suffioiently large periods, observation series of the upper at~o
sphere, even if they are not always suitable for mapping. Series for single stations extending over many years are partioularly desirable. The servioes in tropical latitudes request J
for pressure means J an accuracy of tenths of mb.
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The above-mentioned material should be cO~91eted by series of observations from
the hydrosphere, e.g. water temperatures, ice coVer. The assembly of data up to date still
falls far shar_to"r What is desirable'.

Actual observation material
--------------

CLIMAT and CLIMAT TEMP reports - though being generally appreciated and used by
the services - are of little value for forecast purposes, since they generally arrive too

--5, 6- - 10, 11- -15,
( ••• etc.) to be distributed with very little delay. These

late. It should be feasible for mean values for sixths of a month, "(I

16 c 20,21. - 25, 26 - 30 (31))
data oould be used

fo~

oalculating decade means, half-monthly means, overlapping 30-days
Dissemination of the d~ta should
be c.arried out along, .the lines of the- present distribution of CLIMAT reports. Likewise the
distribution of temperature and precipitation data should.be organized in the same way, i.e.
the data should be published for the different stations.
.
me~ns, et~. as wel~~~-provisional monthly means (1~25).

. As regards the mean pressure and the mean heights of standard isobaric surfaces,
the Il station-syst.em". ~hould be abolished for the "grid-point system". .For routine practice
this would entail thit two or three services with large ~nalysis centres use their manuscript charts to interpolate the values of overlapping sectors of the northern hemisphere,
oalculate the mean values and distribute them. The same may, on principle, be organized
for the southern hemisphere and the tropics. If the surface network becomes better developed,
this form o~ distribution may be preferable for all purposes of long-range forecasting.

The request for actual material from the hydrosphere or solar observations has
not been emphasized. Up to now the present possibilities seem to be sufficient in this
respect.

6.

INTERNATIONAL dO-ORDINATION

International co-ordination for the future development of methods, abbve ail for
statistical and regional problems
The national servioes of the smaller countries espeoially are agreed that a
oertain co-ordination of work is deSirable to avoid duplicationd This applies in Europe
abOve all, and includes services which' at present dq research work only without the issuing
of routine long-range foreoasts.
The questionnaire does not lay stress on one point which is set forth in the present text, namely that efforts should be made on an international basis to obtain a usable
model of the system: general oirculation and its anomalies· inclusive of the extra atmospheric marginal and initial oonditions according to 3.1. "The comprehensive geophysioal
data obtained during IOY represent an exoellent basis for the cheoking of such a model d The
studies on theoretical climatOlogy being carried out independently could aiso make good
use of th~se aspeots of long-range forecasting of oirculation anomalies.

*

*

*
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QUESTIONNAIRE ON LONG-RANGE FOREGASTING
1.

Definition
The terms long-range forecast and long-range forecasting are used in this questionnaire
to refer to forecasts extending over a period of 5 days or more.

II .

Questions
~ith

A.

Is scientific work concerned
country?

B.

If so, are forecasts being prepared, either by an official meteorological service
or by any other body of recognized scientific standing?

C.

If forecasts are being prepared

(1)

long-range forecasting being carried out in your

To whom are they available? Are they
(a)

retained privately, and used purely for research and experimental purposes

(2)

(3)

(b)

issued only to selected applicants

(c)

available to any applicant, or

~d)

published regularly in a recognized ~edium for the dissemination of information

When are forecasts prepared

(a)

regularly, at fixed dates,

(b)

at changing dates,

(c)

only occasionally

What period(s} is/are covered by the forecast(s)

(a)

one season (3-6 months)

(b)

One month

( c)

one decade (10 days)

(d)

one week

( e)

a period expected to have a homogeneous meteorological character

( f)

..................

(4)

What area(s) is/are covered by the forecasts?

(5)

What meteorological elements are included in the forecasts?

(a)

pressure distribution

(b)

topography of the main isobaric surfaces

ANNEX 1

(c)

air temperature

(d)

precipitation
(1)
( 2)

19

amount
frequ ency

(e)
(6)

What methods are applied (please give a short description)?

(a)

dynamical methods

(b)

synoptic or "extrapolation methods

(c)

statistical methods

(d)

a combination of the above

(e)
(7)

·What influences are taken into consideration?

(a)

atmosphere

(b)

hydrosphere

( c)

solar radiation

(d)

other extra atmpspheric influences

( e)
(8)

D.

If the forecasts are evaluated or checked, please indicate the methods applied
(comparison with random forecasGs, persistence forecasts, etc.)

If ~cientific work cort~erped with long-range forecasting but not directly connected
with the preparation of forecasts is being carried out, please indicate its scope
and nature'.

E.

Pleaseglve particUlars of -any important papers relating to long-range forecasting
published in your country and of the offices or institutions which publish them.

F~

Possibilities for future development.
(1)

Are you in need of special international obaervational data for the forecasts1
,Which kind ,of data would you like to have available?
(a)

for former years

(b)

for current usage

(2)

Are you of the opinion that the supply of the data mentioned under (1) can be
provided for and/or improved by additional international agreements? If so,
which proposals would you like to make for the purpose?

(3)

Do you use CLIMAT and/or CLIMAT TEMP reports for long-range forecast purposes?

(4)

What results do you expect from international co_operation and/or an international division of work, beyond a mere exchange of the forecasts established?
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TYPE OF GERMAN MONTHLY FOJUiCAST

Hints on August 1959 and monthly forecast (4)

Preliminary note. As at the period end of June/beginning of July, the dominant anomaly was
abruptly discontinued at the end of July by a rapid fall of temperature. The question arises
whether it is transitory or definite.
A.

Solar-atmospheric relations
1.

Position in the sun spot cycle and dry July
Of the twelve months since 1851 which have been drier than normal in Germany by
at least 10 11m2 and have followed a sun spot maximum within a period of up to
4.4 years; the month of August was drier than normal in. 11 cases.

2.

Change of solar activity
In the eight years since 1851 in which the three...monthly meah value of the sun
spot number II + III + IV was in excess of 80 and the change negative as compared
with v· + VI + VII, the month of August was· warmer"' than normal in Central Europe~

B.

Relations to general circulation
The Pressure an0maly of" June is very similar to that of July. It shows a pressure
surplus over Central, Western and Northern Europe. The following relationship is applied: of the 17 years between 1851 and 1957 in which the mean pressure deviation of
July was above zero in Edinburgh and above 1.3 mb in Vienna, the month of August was
drier than normal in Germany in 15 cases (exceptions 1928 and 1952).

C.

Recent development
All the above-mentioned facts are in favour of "a warm and dry August. Thus the present
cool and humid weather which is caused by a cold air drop over Central Europe should
be only temporary. Furthermore, a definite change of the circulation about JUly/August
occurs much more seldom than about June/JUly or in the middle of August. In spite of
the t'ecent rapid fall of temperature the above-mentioned rela"4ions are maintained. But
it should be pointed out that a repetition of the extreme weather situation in July
is not necessarily to be expected.
Forecast
August warmer arid drier than normal, but probably not
place.

e~tremely

accentuated in any

(Translated from German)
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TYPE· OF FRENCH MONTHLY FORECAST
Probabilities for March 1960 (2)
(Established on an experimental basis)

The weather during the first ten days of March will be generally mild, particularly
at the beginning; there will, however, be fairly frequent rain, except in the. region lying
between Provence and the Juras, where bright clearings will be the main feature.
After that, and until 17 or. 18 March, the weather will be coolerI there will be
hoar-froat in the mornings and quite frequent fog in 'the interior, but the days will often
be sunny and mild.- However, there will be thunderstorms in the south.
From around 19 March until the close of the month the weather throughout the country will be generally cool, with intermittent rain or April shoWers. However, the west
will have milde~weather, but there will be local thunderstorms.
The lastdaya of the month will be colder, with a recrudescence of April showers.

(Translated from French)
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TYPE OF U.S.S.R. MONTHLY FORECAST

General characterization of the probable weather for the European territory of the
U.S.S.R. and for Western Siberia for June 1958 (3).

During the month, variable cloudin~ss, short rains· and thunderstorms are expected.
In the first ten days a remarkable decline of temperature in the European territory of the
U.S.S.R. is expected. After declines of temperature, surface freezing is probable in the
northern and eastern districts of the European territory. In Western Siberia a remarkable
decline of temperature, is expected in the midst of the first ten days and during the period
18_21~ June. Surface freezing in SOme districts will o<;lcur.

or

The mean mOhthly temperature of the air is expected to be 1 .•• 2°C above normal in
the eastern part of the European territory. It will be normal and up to lOC below normal
in the western part of this' territory.
The monthly amount of precipitation will be near normal (80 ... 120%) for the largest
part of the European U.S.S.R. territory. I t will be above normal (
120%)1n the southern

>

parts of Ural Mountains and the Ukraine, in the largest part of the north Caucasus, in the
eastern part of White Russia, in the western part of the central district and in the
northern part of the Ukraine.
Monthly precipitation amounts below normal « 80%) are expected for the largest
part of the Altaian district, in the Tomsk region, in the eastern part of the Omsk region,
in the western areas of Novosibirsk and in the northern part of Kemerov; precipitations
above normal (
l2~) are expeqted in the northern and central parts of the Jamalo-Nenetsko-

>

districtl normal precipitations (80 ... 120%)
Siberian territory.

are expected in the other parts of the West

(Translated from the German translation from Russian)
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TYPE OF U. S. MONTHLY FOREDAST
Weather Bureau 30-Day Outlook (5), February 1961

The Weather Bureau's outlook for February calls for continued below normal temperatures over the eastern third of the nation with greatest departures east of the Appalachians.
Above normal temperatures are predicted for the western half of the country with greatest
departures in the north-west. In the intervening areaJ near normal averages are anticipated.
Precipitation is expected to exceed normal along the Gulf and Atlantic CoastsJ with
more snows for central and norlhern portions. Subnormal precipitation is indicated for the
we~tern half of the country except for near normal along the Pacific Coast and in the southern tier of states~ In unspecified areas near normal amounts are also in prospect.

No. 27 Use of ground-based radal' in meteorology (Excluding
upper-wind measurements).

J. P. Henderson - R. Lher-

mitte • A. Perlat . V. D. Rockney • N. P. Sellick· R. P.
Jones . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
and atmospheric circulation regimes in the Arctic and Antarctic.
Professor H.P. Pogosjan
.
Upper
-air
network
requirements
for
numerical
·weather
No. 29

Stu.fr. 9.-

No. 28 Seasonal peculiarities of the temperature

prediction. A. Eliassen· J. S. Sawyer· J. Smagorin8ky .
No. 30 Rapport pl'eliminaire du Groupe de travail de Ia Commission de meteorologic synoptique sur les reseaux,
J. Bessemoulin, president • H. M. De J ong • W. J. A.
Kuiper8 • O. Lonnqvist • A. Megenine . R. Pone .
P. D. Thompson· J. D. Torrance
.
No. 31 Representations graphiqucs en meteorologic. P. Defrise .
H. Flohn . W. L. Godson· R. Pone . . . . . . . . .
No. 32 l\'Ieteorological service for aircraft employed in agriculture
and forestry. P. M. Austin Bourke . H. T. Ashton IVI. A. Huberman· a.B. Lean· W. J.l\faan· A. H. Nagle
No. 33 IVleteorological aspects of the peaceful uscs of atomic
energy. Part I - :Nleteol'ological aspects of the safety and
location of reactor plants. P. J. l\Ieade . , , . . . . .
No. 34 The airflow ove!' mountains. P. Queney - G. A. COl'by ..

N. Gerbier - H. Koschmieder . J. Zierep
.
No. 35 Techniques for high-level analysis and forecasting of
wind· and temperatul'e fields (English edition) . . . .
Techniques d'analyse et de prevlsion des champs de
vent et de temperature ahaute altitude (edition frant;aise)
No. 36 Ozone observations and their meteorological applications.

H. Taba
No.
No.
No.
No.

37
38
39
40

.

Aviation hail problem. Donald S. Foster . . . . . .
Turbulence in clear ail' and in cloud. J oscph Cloelman
Ice formation on aircraft. R. F. Jones
.
Occurrence and forecasting of CilTostTatus clouds. Herbert

Stu.

Jr.

3.-

Stu. fr.14.-

Stu. fro 3.-

Jr.

3.-

Stu. fro

5.-

Sw.

Stu.

Jr. 22.-

Stu. fro 8.Stu. fro 8.Stu.fr.

5.-

Stu. fro 8.-

S. Appleman. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
No. 41 Climatic aspects of' the possible establishment of the]
Japanese beetle lU Europe. P. Austin Bourke . . . . .
No. 42 Forecasting for forest firc services. J. A. Turner -

J. W. Lillywhite - Z. Pieslak . . . .
. ....
No. 43 Meteorological factoTs influencing the tTansport of rcnlOval
of radioactive debris. Edited by Dr. W. Bleeker. . . .
No. 44 Numerical methods of weather analysis and forecasting.
B. Bolin - E. M. Dobl'isbman . K. Hinkelmann .
K. Knighting . P. D. Thompson . . . . . . . . . . .
No. 45 PeTfol'manee rcquirements of aeTological instl'uments.
J.S. Sawyer
.
No. 46 :Methods of forecasting the state of sea on the basis of
meteol'ologieal data. J.J. Sehule· K. Terada· H. Walden G. Vel'ploegh . . . . . . . . . .
.....
No. 47 PTccipitation measuremcnts at sea. Review of the prcsent
state of the problcm prepared by a working gronp of the
COllllnission for Maritime Meteorology

.....

Stu. fro 6.-

Stu. fro 8.-

Stu. fT. 4.Sw.fT. 4.-

Stu. fro 6.-

